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As the killing cold continues its march across the world, the survivors are tasked with not only surviving the
weather, but each other. Desperation grows as the temperature drops and the earth cracks apart, and only
those who are willing to adapt will survive....

The Long Fall is a thrilling post-apocalyptic episodic series that follows the survivors of a global catastrophe
that threatens the survival of the entire world. As each survivor learns more about the reasons and sources
behind the apocalypse, they must work to save themselves and their families as they seek a way to reverse
the disaster before it's too late. Written as a collaboration between Logan Keys and #1 bestselling post-
apocalyptic author Mike Kraus, The Long Fall is a gripping and unique take on the post-apocalyptic genre,
and one that will leave you breathless with every turn of the page.

The Long Fall will feature approximately ten episodic (25k-35k words in length) books that are full of
action, suspense, emotion and drama as the survivors of a global disaster struggle to survive the end of days.
Episodes will be published once per month.
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From Reader Review Final Refuge for online ebook

Shannon Jack says

This is a fun quick series in one of my favorite genres - post-apocalyptic fiction. Can’t wait for the next
installment.

Mary Ann says

Some characters are reunited only to be torn apart once again. Can this mistake ever be corrected or is
humanity forever doomed? Hopefully that will answered in the final book.

Sarah Crawford says

Book 7 in the series. In New York Michelle, Bob and a couple of others head towards a command center
hoping they can find some way to deactivate and/or destroy the satellites blocking the sunlight. There are
two totally evil guys after them, though, and the question becomes can their stop the satellites or will they
just have to flee south?

In Illinois Colton and others head towards Oklahoma City which just happens to be where Brittany and Paige
are. There's going to be something near to a major war between them and the evil thugs who have taken over.

German is getting better but Luckman's idea of heading towards New York seems impossible.

People get vicious and the chance of any of the main characters surviving seems to get lower all the time.

Pam Shelton-Anderson says

Very short book in the next installment of this series. I'm a little bothered by the short piece at the start which
seems to foreshadow what is going to happen in the future. It tends to spoil things. Other than that, lots of
action on several fronts to advance the story.

Bernie says

Final Refuge review

Final Refuge is the seventh post apocalyptic survival book in The Long Fall series written by authors Logan
Keys and Mike Kraus.



M Jeanot Morales says

Still loosing

Another of my favorite died. Sadly one of the ones that I would've hope survived. The killing cold still
coming with no way to stop it.


